
SP211R Exam 2

----- Topic 7 ----- A test tube is fixed in place inside a centrifuge at a radius of 0.15 m from
the central axis. This “centrifuge + test tube” device is spinning at a constant 50 rev/s .

• What is the period of this device?

• What is the angular speed of this device?

• What is the speed (magnitude of the velocity) of the test tube?

• What is the centripetal acceleration of the test tube?

----- Topic 8 ----- Suppose it took 30 s for the device described in the previous problem to
spin up to 50 rev/s starting from rest.

• What was this device’s angular acceleration during spin up (assuming it was constant)?

• Through how many radians did this device spin during spin up?

• Through how many revolutions did this device spin during spin up?

----- Topic 9 ----- A 0.9 kg puck moves in the horizontal xy plane. Only three forces act on
the puck: ~F1 is 4 N in the −y direction; ~F2 is 7 N directed 20◦ above the −x axis (2nd quadrant);
~F3 is 10 N directed 30◦ clockwise off the +y axis (1st quadrant).

Warning!!!!! Just these forces 1, 2, and 3. No mg, no n, no T .

• What is the x-component of the puck’s acceleration, ax?

• What is the y-component of the puck’s acceleration, ay?

----- Topic 10 ----- A 20 kg block is pulled up a “30◦ above horizontal” frictionless ramp
with a rope that is parallel to the ramp. As the block is pulled up the ramp, it is speeding up with
an acceleration of magnitude 2.7 m/s2.

• What is the magnitude of the tension force exerted by the rope on the block?

• What is the magnitude of the normal force exerted by the ramp on the block?

----- Topic 11 ----- A 70 kg person stands in a rising elevator headed to the top floor. As
the rising elevator nears the top floor, it slows down from 8 m/s to rest in 1.9 s .

• During this “rising + slowing down” segment, what is the magnitude of the normal force
exerted by the elevator floor on the person?


